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Our media is filled with confusing, polarizing messages about the dangers of porn, while at the

same time sexually explicit images are pronounced in advertising and entertainment. Using a

natural question/answer format for people feeling fear and shame about porn use, this accessible,

funny, and well-informed book is the first one to offer men a nonjudgmental way to discover how to

view and use pornography responsibly.David J. Ley, PhD, is an internationally recognized expert on

issues related to sexuality and mental health. He has authored two books, published in the Los

Angeles Times and Playboy, and appeared on television with Anderson Cooper and Dr. Phil.
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This book is quite possibly one of the most important things I have come across in my personal life.

It was extremely approachable and answered a ton of questions I had kicking around in my head for

years that made me feel extreme amounts of shame and self hatred. Pornography use is an

insanely touchy concept in life, and this book covers a wide range of topics and questions to help

men like myself better understand themselves. If you have questions about porn use in your own life



or you cannot come to terms with someone in your life who uses porn, you really need to do

yourself a favor and read this. It will probably make you feel an extraordinary amount of relief and

allow you to enjoy your sexuality versus being slowly destroyed by it.

Before reading this book I had fallen into a pattern in recent months of beating myself up for giving

in to the urge to masturbate twice a day, and using all kinds of non-productive tactics in an attempt

to phase it out of my life. After reading Ethical Porn For Dicks I feel like I can finally channel my

desire for self-improvement into the areas of my life that need it, and not lose all faith in myself just

for having an orgasm. The advice is very practical, and doesn't just tell you what you want to hear -

it offers actual solutions. The writing is very compassionate and I hope it continues to help the many

people who need it, instead of listening to unhelpful shame tactics

This book I needed for a course at my University. So glad my Professor assigned it. Also got to

speak to the author during class. Very good

Finally, a rational and empirically-supported discussion about pornography use. Promotes sexual

responsibility without sacrificing sexual pleasure. Well done, David Ley

David Ley has written an outstanding book based in reality about porn that invites the reader into a

self examination of modern life and relationships that include pornography. I will be adding it to the

list of resources I tell my clients to read. When it comes to shame and fear around the use of porn

and helping men understand that it is about finding congruence within their beliefs and their actions

that is sexual integrity. That sexual integrity involves challenging both our behaviors and our beliefs

and the underlying assumptions. It not only challenges but also educates.

I was pleasantly surprised when I received "Ethical Porn For Dicks" in the mail and saw the size of

the book. It feels very approachable and something I could read in a short amount of time by myself

or with my partner. Many books claim to be a guide but ultimately offer you with a long book of

theory and speculation. This guidebook offers straightforward, factual and helpful information

guiding you through developing an ethical relationship with porn and with your partner (if you are in

a relationship). David's style of writing is accessible to the most general of audiences but extremely

savvy for the specialized experts in this field. I highly recommend adding this book (as well as his

other books) to your personal and professional libraries.



I am a Licensed Marriage and Family Therapist and Certified Sex Therapist who lives in the

conservative state of AZ. I often see heterosexual men, currently active in their faith or with religious

backgrounds, who deeply struggle with their relationship to porn and its consequences. Most of

these men (and their wife's/girlfriends) have identified with the label of "Sex Addict" or "Porn Addict"

because that's the dominant paradigm that's available to them to make sense of it all. Dr. Ley offers

a much larger perspective on porn, providing readers with useful resources for examining ones own

values and beliefs about porn. He helps the reader re-examine his/her relationship to porn in a

personally responsible, compassionate and honest way. Dr. Ley empowers men to liberate

themselves from the struggle and become men of integrity on their own terms. Ethical Porn for

Dicks has become my #1 resource for these men and their wives/girlfriends. It reads as though Dr.

Ley is sitting comfortably in your living room, talking about porn with ease, appreciation and humor

(free from judgment or authoritarianism). Dr. Ley has a gifted way of normalizing the intense shame

and secret lives of the men who struggle with porn. Thank you Dr. Ley for bringing us such a

valuable, and MUCH NEEDED resource!!

This is a well written, sometimes even fun to read, guide and analysis of porn as it is today.

Interspersed among the writing are photos of primitive cave drawings, or ancient pics of what the

author seems to feel is porn. What he seems to forget is that these pics of oversized genitals or

ancient copulating couples are not the same as a vast industry consisting mainly for making money.

Indeed, famous "pornographers" of the past, like deSade, Lawrence, or Miller never could have

been exposed in a lifetime to pics and movies of real performers on a level today that any slightly

tech savvy 10 year could view in a few hours. Or that the product would be marketed in "family

friendly" places like malls. We've come a long way from 1950's Playboy to the nearly non-stop

exhibition of the product today, in nearly every media out there. Still, this is not a bad read, and the

author has some fun, enjoying his lively and controversial topic. If you're addicted to the stuff,

probably a good way to relieve whatever anxieties you may have. Still we've come a long from cave

drawings and "Lady Chatterley's Lover" to today's product. And that's what it is, a product, marketed

like just about any other, but generally in a more private space.
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